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Final 2002 AASU Baseball Statistics

The Automated ScoreBook

Overall Statistics for Armstrong Atl. State (as of May 07, 2002)
(All games Sorted by Batting avg)

Record: 34-21  Home: 29-11  Away: 5-10  Conference: 11-18

Opponents...........  .268  55-55  1849 276 496  80   8  36 250  700  .379 162  35 472  34  .336  15  30  55-76  1358 594  85  .958

Final 2002 AASU Baseball Statistics

The Automated ScoreBook

Overall Statistics for Armstrong Atl. State (as of May 07, 2002)
(All games Sorted by Fielding pct)

LOB - Team (431), Opp (403). DPs turned - Team (45), Opp (59). IBB - Team (5), Mills 2, Nordness 2, Harriman 1, Opp (2).
Picked off - Harriman 4, Chromek 3, Stephens 1, Dentler 1.

The Automated ScoreBook

Overall Statistics for Armstrong Atl. State (as of May 07, 2002)
(All games Sorted by Fielding pct)

FB - Team (10), Bennett 6, Harriman, Opp (4), Pickoffs - Team (4), Allen 3, Daly 1, Opp (8). SBA/ATT - Harriman (47-59), Roga (13-18), Allen (9-16), Daly (9-13), Smith (6-7), Bennett (5-7), Hawkins (5-6), Shelnutt (4-4), Olejniczak (2-3), Olson (2-3), Wells (2-2), Moss (2-2), Jackson (0-1), Moore (1-1).
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